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  . . .  Category:Indian films Category:2010s Marathi-language films Category:Indian comedy-drama films Category:Films set in India Category:Films about women in IndiaUS military aircraft have destroyed more than a dozen trucks carrying deadly chemicals at an airbase in northern Syria, where fighting has raged between the US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) and Islamic State (IS)
militants. The incident, which took place at an SDF base in the predominantly Kurdish town of Manbij, involved a barrage of rockets that hit the trucks at about 11:00 GMT on Friday, SDF officials said. READ MORE: SDF progress against IS in Syria depends on Turkey – Erdogan The SDF said the trucks were carrying toxic chemicals, but they did not specify what the chemicals were. Read more
SDF spokesman Talal Sello told Reuters news agency the chemicals "could be dangerous if used in the right way." One official said the US planes had dropped incendiary munitions on the trucks and that the chemicals inside the trucks were burning. "The attack was carried out by planes that dropped several bombs, including white phosphorus, on the trucks, causing the burning of the chemicals and
the exposure of those present to the toxic fumes," Sello said. He added that an investigation was underway to find out how many people had been exposed to the chemicals. The US and SDF had previously worked together to push IS out of Manbij, which was captured by the SDF in August. The US-led coalition, however, announced on Thursday that the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) and the US-
backed Syrian Army (SAA) have officially begun an assault to retake Manbij from IS. "SDF and SAA are now preparing to assault the city of Manbij together," coalition spokesman Colonel Sean Ryan said in a statement. READ MORE: Pentagon takes'more direct role' in Manbij offensive against IS On Friday, Ryan said the US coalition had "initiated a further incremental build-up of forces to the

area" and that the Manbij assault would begin as soon as possible. The move by the US to support the SDF comes as it tries to build an anti-IS force in Syria, which it previously said was not on the table. But even before the 82157476af
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